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Letter from the Director 
 
Dear delegates: 
 
Hello! My name is Ryan Ruan, and it is my honour and privilege to serve as your director 
in the African Union of the Canadian High Schools Model United Nations 2017. The 
topics we will be discussing in the African Union committee are piracy in east Africa and 
Resource Exploitation and Management in Africa. 

 
Before we plunge into the topics at hand, I would like to introduce myself and my 
wonderful chairs. I am a Grade 12 student attending the Port Moody Secondary School 
and I have been involved in Model United Nations since Grade 9. Since then, I have 
attended close to a dozen conferences, either as a delegate, staff member, or volunteer. 

 
During CAHSMUN 2017, Alice Li will be serving as the committee’s chair. Alice is a 12th 
grade Fraser Heights Secondary School student that has been passionate about Model 
United Nations since eighth grade, and cannot wait for the conference to start! 

 
Model United Nations is a wonderful learning experience that gives delegates the chance to 
meet people both near and far. It is an opportunity to learn about and discuss current 
topics. It’s a chance to practise debating and forming partnerships with others. Most 
importantly, it’s an activity that you will remember forever. 

 
Through my years of Model United Nations experience, the two most crucial things I 
learned to make the committee experience unforgettable and exceptional are to always do 
research before coming to the conference and to always try to make new connections. 
Don’t be shy and always say what you believe in. Always try your best and talk on behalf of 
the nation you represent. In Model United Nations, no one will judge you for what you 
say. In fact, we will support you and help you become better. 

 
If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me via e-mail or 
Facebook. 

 
See you all on March 31st! 

 
Sincerely, 
Ryan Ruan 
AU Director – CAHSMUN 2017 
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Committee Description:  
  
Established on the twenty-sixth of May, 20011, the African Union (AU) is a continental 
union headquartered in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia with the aim of replacing the Organization 
of African Unity (OAU).2 The organization was officially launched on the ninth of July, 
2002, with the vision “An integrated, prosperous and peaceful Africa, driven by its own 
citizens and representing a dynamic force in the global arena.”3  

 
The AU was established after the international community maligned the decade-old OAU 
for failing to prevent coups and taking responsibility.4 On the launch day of the AU, the 
OAU was officially disbanded, and all responsibilities were transferred to the AU.5 
  
Although the AU is a relatively new union, and is still struggling to reform governing 
bodies, it plays an increasing role in peacekeeping and humanitarian aid. The AU aims to 
expand economic development, increase and maintain political stability, and strengthen 
cooperation between members.6  
  
As of 2016, the AU consists of fifty-four member states. The only African nation 
recognized and associated with the United Nations that is not a part of the AU is Morocco, 
due to the government’s opposition of the membership of Western Sahara as the Sahrawi 
Arab Democratic Republic.7 

 
The primary organs of the AU include the Assembly, the Executive Council, the 
Commission, the Pan-African Parliament, the Peace and Security Council, ECOSOCC 
(Economic, Social, and Cultural Council), the Court of Justice, and the Permanent 
Representatives’ Committee, which is composed of representatives or ambassadors of the 
member states.  
  
The AU members and organs have regular meetings, where topics such as foreign trade, 
food, aid, political affairs, terrorism, and security are discussed.8 As well, the AU holds 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1! HISTORY OF THE OAU AND AU. (n.d.). Retrieved August 1, 2016, from http://www.au.int/en/history/oau-
and-au !
2African Union Handbook 2014. (2014). Retrieved August 2, 2016, from 
http://www.un.org/en/africa/osaa/pdf/au/au-handbook-2014.pdf !
3  Vision and Mission. (n.d.). Retrieved August 2, 2016, from http://www.au.int/en/about/vision !
4!What is the African Union and what does it do? (2010). Retrieved August 2, 2016, from 
http://www.reuters.com/article/ozatp-africa-summit-idAFJOE61005C20100201 !
5  (n.d.). Retrieved August 2, 2016, from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organisation_of_African_Unity#cite_note-dfa.gov.za-1 !
6 Vision and Mission. (n.d.). Retrieved August 2, 2016, from http://www.au.int/en/about/vision !
7!!Morocco asks to rejoin African Union after 32 years. (n.d.). Retrieved August 2, 2016, from 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-36822240 !
8  What is the African Union and what does it do? (2010). Retrieved August 2, 2016, from 
http://www.reuters.com/article/ozatp-africa-summit-idAFJOE61005C20100201 !
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semi-annual summits consisting of three two-day-long meetings where the Permanent 
Representatives’ Committee meets.9  

  
Today, the African Union works alongside other organizations including the United 
Nations, the World Bank10, and the International Monetary Fund to solve major crises and 
develop the continent. Although corruption, poverty, and the past histories of member 
states makes total unification nearly impossible and creates extreme challenges to the AU, 
the organization still strives to politically connect the continent, reduce terrorism or 
aggression through security escalations, and develop the continent economically.  
  

Topic B: Resource Exploitation in Africa 
Overview 
 
For centuries, Africa was regarded as one of the world’s most resource-rich continents. It 
was seen as a land of opportunity, a land of development, and a land of promise. Africa 
possesses well over two thirds of the world’s platinum supply, over half of the world’s 
known diamond supply, and up to a fifth of the world’s gold and uranium supply.11 In a 
2016 report, it was indicated that Africa possess an estimated several trillions of dollars of 
raw resources, and has sufficient manpower to produce goods on an enormous, global 
scale.12 As of now, at least thirty African Union nations produce oil and sell the product to 
the international market, and several others will soon also enter this category.13  
 
However, despite these colossal deposits of resources, large manpower, and growing 
exports, dozens of nations within the African Union still suffer from extreme poverty, with 
citizens dying of disease, famine, and a lack of basic resources. Today, well over half of the 
African population lives in poverty14, and this figure is expected to rise dramatically if the 
continent continues to exploit its resources. 
 
The question remains: if Africa possesses so many resources, why are the citizens of 
African Union nations still facing poverty? There is no simple answer to this question, but 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!African Union Handbook 2014. (2014). Retrieved August 2, 2016, from 
http://www.un.org/en/africa/osaa/pdf/au/au-handbook-2014.pdf !
10!!Projects & Operations. (n.d.). Retrieved August 28, 2016, from 
http://www.worldbank.org/projects/P126848?lang=en !
!
11  Africa must benefit from its mineral resources. (n.d.). Retrieved August 29, 2016, from 
http://www.uneca.org/es-blog/africa-must-benefit-its-mineral-resources !
12 Why the richest continent is the poorest. (n.d.). Retrieved September 14, 2016, from 
http://www.cnn.com/2016/04/18/africa/looting-machine-tom-burgis-africa/ !
13 ibid!
14  Mabetha, B. (n.d.). Why Africa has not fully exploited its natural resource potential. Retrieved September 14, 
2016, from https://www.africanexponent.com/post/africa-is-not-fully-exploiting-its-natural-resources-7 !
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the turbulent history of the continent as well as the current political situations are some 
key factors to the destitution of Africa.  
 
Along with poverty, exploitation of African resources such as oil, trees, and minerals has 
also resulted in environmental disasters. Nations that once had lush forests and massive 
diversities of animals and plants such as the Democratic Republic of Congo and 
Madagascar now have wastelands and threatened species. Oil spills resulting from poor 
management have tainted the seas, and large-scale open-pit mining operatives have 
resulted in devastating pollution15. To make matters worse, to receive more income, many 
nations have accelerated logging, mining, or oil operations, but rather than making a 
fortune and lifting the nations out of poverty, many African Union nations discovered that 
they were in even worse conditions than they were in before.  
 
The overexploitation of resources in Africa has sparked concern within the international 
community, and has not truly benefitted the majority of the African population. And now, 
with the discovery of new offshore deposits16, the international community once again 
shows its concerns over Africa’s potential treatment towards the resources.  
 

Timeline 
 
Pre-1800s - European settlers reach Africa. 
 
1830 - France takes Algeria, and starts building up its empire in northern Africa. 
 
1865 - Italy takes over Eritrea. Belgium takes over the Republic of Congo. Britain takes 
over Botswana.17 
 
1866 - Diamonds are discovered in South Africa.18 
 
1870 - The Scramble for Africa begins. 
 
1886 - Kenya becomes a British colony. 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15  Open Pit Mining Pros & Cons. (n.d.). Retrieved September 14, 2016, from 
http://peopleof.oureverydaylife.com/open-pit-mining-pros-cons-9820.html !
!
16  News, B. (n.d.). Africa Debate: Will Africa ever benefit from its natural resources? Retrieved September 14, 
2016, from http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-19926886 !
17  Lambert, B. T. (n.d.). A TIMELINE OF AFRICA. Retrieved September 14, 2016, from 
http://www.localhistories.org/aftime.html !
18  By 1869, diamonds were found far from any stream or river. First in yellow earth and below in hard rock 
called blue ground, later called kimberlite, after the mining town of Kimberley. (n.d.). South African Diamonds | 
History of Diamonds. Retrieved September 14, 2016, from http://www.capetowndiamondmuseum.org/about-
diamonds/south-african-diamond-history/ !
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1886 - Gold is discovered in South Africa.19 
 
1900 - Gold is discovered in Sudan. 
 
1912 - Italy takes over Libya. 
 
Interwar period - European powers attempt to rebuild and strengthen African colonies. 
 
1928 - Discovery of uranium in Namibia 
 
1936 - Italy takes over Ethiopia. 
 
1951 - Decolonization of Africa begins as Libya gains independence.  
 
1960 - Year of Africa. In 1960, 17 African nations gains independence.20 
 
1965 - Oil is discovered in Nigeria 
 
1994 - Ethnic massacre in Rwanda (Rwanda genocide) 
 
2003-2008 - 2000s Energy Crisis occurs. Oil prices inflate from around $25USD a barrel to 
nearly $150USD barrel in five years. 21 
 
2010 - Ghana starts oil production. Further exploration for oil on western African 
coastline starts.  
 
2010 - Large gas deposits found off the coast of Mozambique. 
 
2015 - Tanzania discovers oil, and starts oil production.22 
 

Historical Overview 
 
Since explorers first visited the continent, Africa was seen as a continent full of resources 
and potential. Starting in the 1400s, European settlers landed in northern Africa and began 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19  Discovery of Gold in South Africa. (n.d.). Retrieved September 12, 2016, from 
http://www.randrefinery.com/brochures/Rand Refinery - The Story of Gold.pdf !
20  History of Africa. (n.d.). Retrieved September 14, 2016, from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Africa !
21  2000s energy crisis. (n.d.). Retrieved September 14, 2016, from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2000s_energy_crisis !
22  Tanzania’s new oil discovery to turn Eastern Africa into world oil hub. (n.d.). Retrieved September 14, 2016, 
from http://ugandaoil.co/2015/06/tanzanias-new-oil-discovery-to-turn-eastern-africa-into-world-oil-hub/ !
!
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expanding their empires. However, things took a turn for the worse in the 1800s, when 
expanding European empires realized the advantages that would come with the 
colonization of Africa. Hence, powers such as Germany, Britain, France, Spain, Portugal, 
and Belgium began taking land and dividing up Africa. Between 1830 and the initiation of 
the First World War, a period known as the “Scramble For Africa” resulted in invasions, 
occupations, and capturing of land.23 The Scramble for Africa was also a key factor to the 
start of the First World War, which left African nations even more divided.  
 
Under European control, African populations were often forced to harvest and exploit 
resources in their homelands. Rather than being used to benefit local communities, the 
exports of raw resources from Africa benefitted the colonizers of the continent. This left 
the citizens of Africa in poverty and left with a feeling of being cheated, and also resulted 
in the destruction of the land. 
 
It wasn’t until 195124 - nearly six years after the conclusion of the Second World War - that 
African nations started to gain independence from European powers. However, African 
nations were permanently scarred after decades of European rule, control, slavery, laws, 
and resource exploitation. Many African nations continued to exploit resources in an 
attempt to survive. Financial desperation drove nations to export raw resources before they 
could be processed and sold for much more money. This not only resulted in less income, 
but also reduced the need for a large workforce, leaving hundreds of thousands of people 
unemployed.  
 
In recent years, African Union nations continue to exploit their natural resources and sell 
them to wealthier nations for further processing. This has only allowed rich nations to 
become richer while poor nations continue to suffer. When suffering African Union 
nations request support and help from wealthier nations, they are often given aid, but this 
aid is sometimes not properly distributed25, and only reduces incentive for them to turn 
away from large-scale resource exploitation.  

 
Current Situation 
 
Many African Union nations today continue to produce and export raw resources. This it 
not only detrimental to their national economies, fails to provide sufficient jobs, and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23  Scramble for Africa. (n.d.). Retrieved September 14, 2016, from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scramble_for_Africa !
24!  History of Africa. (n.d.). Retrieved September 14, 2016, from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Africa !
25  Causes of Poverty In Africa: Lost Continent or Land of Opportunities? (n.d.). Retrieved September 15, 2016, 
from http://www.poverties.org/blog/poverty-in-africa !
!
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destroys the environment, but also results in larger-scale exploitation that often leaves a 
nation permanently scarred. Natural resources are being exploited to depletion, forests are 
being clear-cut, and massive holes have been dug into the ground in an attempt to mine as 
much minerals as possible. At this rate, not only will the resources deplete rapidly, but 
African Union nations will also not receive sufficient funds to develop their nations.  
 
Recently, discoveries of oil and other resources in Africa have made global news.26 Many 
nations such as Kenya, Nigeria, and Egypt have plans to expand their oil sector. However, 
the international community has once again shown concern over these nations’ plans. In 
the past, African nations attempted to retrieve as much oil in a short time as possible that 
accidents and oil leaks occur due to poor maintenance, hastiness, and poor management.  
 
As well, other natural resources such as manganese, gold, diamonds, and iron have been 
discovered across the continent. Although it seems that proper management of the 
resources could allow Africa to reduce exploitation and lift the continent out of poverty, 
the international community has warned of potential mismanagement, resulting in more 
exploitation of resources, and ultimately keeping the continent of Africa in a poor state. 
 
One very well known resource exploitation example would be the gold mining in Africa. 
Although over half a million kilograms of gold was produced in African nations in 2005, 
over 70% of that was exported into wealthier nations such as nations in Europe, Asia, and 
the Americas. To make matters worse, a colossal portion of the earning from the exports 
went directly into the pockets of government officials or foreign companies, resulting in 
very little money injected into local economies.  
The export of raw gold not only reduced the amount of resources in Africa, exploited 
workers, but also encouraged nations to expand goldmines and hire more workers. 
Although hiring more workers appears to be helping workers find jobs, and inject money 
into the economy, most workers suffered brutal work conditions for minimal pay. As 
labour is extremely cheap, many goldmines hire massive numbers of workers, trying to 
maximize gold output. This can be seen as a snowball effect, as the more workers there are, 
the faster the mining process is, and the more it encourages mine operators to hire more 
workers.  
 
In response to this crisis, numerous gold-producing African nations decided to put 
limitations on gold mining, and decided to break ties with foreign mining companies. The 
most prevalent example would be in South Africa - a nation that has international 
recognition for its gold. In the late 20th century, the nation produced massive amounts of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26  Kuo, L. (2016). A new oil discovery in Kenya is “very encouraging indeed” for its export ambitions. 
Retrieved September 15, 2016, from http://qz.com/640595/a-new-oil-discovery-in-kenya-is-very-encouraging-
indeed-for-its-export-ambitions/ !
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gold, but the nation's people were impoverished. However, soon afterwards, South Africa 
decided to put limitations on gold mining, and created laws to prevent the exploitation of 
gold. 
 
Another very popular example of resource exploitation is in the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo. The Democratic Republic of the Congo is covered in forests and vegetation, so 
it would seem natural for the nation to become a very large exporter of timber. However, 
the country was making very little money from these exports due to overseas companies 
setting up timber cutting operations. These overseas companies had very little regards 
towards the DR Congo's environment and people, and often performed clear-cutting 
logging operations while paying workers very little money for back-breaking work. 
 
Because most of the income from timber went directly into the hands of foreign 
companies, very little money went into the country of the DR Congo. Essentially, the DR 
Congo exploited its own resources and received very little financial benefit.  
 
The rate of deforestation in the DR Congo has received international attention. However, 
the nation continues to exploit its resources, hoping that it would benefit them in the short 
term. In other words, while seeking short term solutions, the DR Congo is rapidly 
eliminating long-term solutions, and is eliminating its rare, precious, and valuable natural 
resources.  
 

International Involvement 
 
Since the 1950s, when African nations were gaining independence and breaking away from 
colonialism, countries and former colonizers have been giving financial aid and aid in 
countless other forms to Africa. However, some sixty years later, many African nations are 
still plagued with poverty, forcing them to exploit their own natural resources in an effort 
to survive. Many African nations have signed contracts to export raw materials to 
wealthier nations, with many contracts resembling those used during the colonial times. 
 
As of now, two major investors and contributors to African nations are the United States 
of America and the People’s Republic of China2728. The two nations have not only invested 
in Africa and sent aid, they have also been importing processed materials and goods from 
Africa, allowing the nations in the continent to benefit financially without having to 
exploit their resources. Many other nations, including colonial nations such as the United 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27  @. (n.d.). China's Investments in Africa. Retrieved September 15, 2016, from 
https://africaupclose.wilsoncenter.org/chinas-investments-in-africa/ !
28  @. (2016). U.S. Investment in Africa: Making Up for Lost Ground - Africa.com. Retrieved September 15, 
2016, from http://www.africa.com/u_sinvestment_in_africa_making_up_for_lost_ground/ !
!
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Kingdom and France, have also followed suit and attempted to reduce resource 
exploitation and help the African economy by performing similar investments, aid, and 
imports. Although it is clear that the international involvement has been helping Africa, 
resource exploitation continues as nations in the continent struggle to support their people 
and develop economically.    
 
In terms of aid, foreign nations have attempted to inject money into resource exploiting 
nations. However, this only encourages the nations to escalate resource exploitative 
operations.  
 

Possible Solutions 
 

Diversify exported goods 
 
Currently, numerous African nations are extremely dependent on the export and sales of a 
few very specific goods. However, if the global prices of these goods experience sudden 
price fluctuations, many nations will be heavily impacted. Hence, one possible solution 
would be for nations that have narrow exports to diversify their exports. 
 
Diversifying exports can include exporting more locally produced goods, manufacturing 
exclusive goods, or making raw resources into usable or valuable products. 
 
Reduce the export of raw materials 
 
A major contributor for Africa’s resource exploitation is the lack of exported processed 
goods. Processed goods and materials are sold for much more than raw material, and can 
provide countless jobs. However, because African nations often exclusively export raw 
materials, this only encourages the nation to exploit the materials for money rather 
develop alternative income methods. 
 
In colonial times, African nations were huge exporters of raw resources. As the nations 
gained independence, they had the option to export anything they wished, but chose to 
continue exporting raw resources due to sheer convenience and international pressure. 
 

Reduce foreign financial aid 
 
Although strongly opposed by some nations, it is believed that a reduction of foreign 
financial aid may be beneficial to developing African nations in the long run. Because of 
corruption and distribution inequalities, the money sent to developing African nations 
does not always end up in the hands of the citizens. For example, Angola is a very 
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resource-rich nation. However, hundreds of thousands of Angolans live in extreme 
poverty because most of the money generated through exports goes directly into the hands 
of the government, and is not distributed among the population. As well, it is speculated 
that the reduction of foreign financial aid would give African Union nations incentives to 
increase their economic sectors and diversify their exports and products.  
 

Bloc Positions 
 

For Resource Exploitation/Sale of Raw Resources 
 
Many nations in the African Union have become used to exploiting their resources, and 
refuse to try alternatives to protect their resources. Countries such as the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo have been exploiting their resources for decades, and believe that it 
is much more beneficial to make short-term exploitative operations to inject money into 
the economy.  
 
Most nations heavily exploiting their resources are dependent on the export of raw 
resources, and produce very little finished goods for sale or trade on the international 
market. As well, these nations typically have many overseas resource companies operating 
within them. 

 

Against Resource Exploitation/Sale of Raw Resources 
 
Examples of nations against resource exploitation include Egypt and South Africa. These 
nations have placed laws and regulations protecting their natural resources, and heavily 
limit the export of raw resources. As a result, these nations typically export finished or 
processed goods for sale or trade on the international market.  
 
Nations against resource exploitation and the sale of raw resources typically have fewer 
overseas companies operating within their resource sectors, as they are against foreign 
nations harvesting the nation's resources. Instead, these nations may have specialized 
companies or government owned companies created to ensure that the income generated 
by the sale or trade of resources ends up in the citizen's pockets. 

 

Discussion Questions 
 

1.! Is it better for African nations to export raw resources or export processed goods? 
Why? Which countries benefit more from the exportation of raw resources rather 
than processed goods? 
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2.! How can nations diversify their exported goods? 
 

3.! Should foreign financial aid be reduced to give developing African nations 
incentives to diversify their economic sectors? Why or why not? 

 
4.! What are the benefits and downfalls of having free trade between African Union 

nations? 
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